A th eoreti cal analysis is presented of th e relaxation pro cesses whi ch lead to th e magnetization of gaseous hydrogen atoms in a strong magneti c fie ld. Experim ents are described whi ch demo nstrate th at th e spin·latti ce relaxation tim e in a pure H2 carrier can be of th e ord er of 10 ms. From the effects of traces of O2 on the hydrogen atom EPR spectrum , a H·0 2 spin·exchange colli sion cross secti on of (8.0 ± 2.5) X 10-16 c m 2 was derived.
Int roduction
It has been de mons trate d that gaseous nitroge n atom s can have a spin-lattice relaxation time T\ of the order of several milli seconds [1] . \ In high speed disc harge·flow sys te ms with EPR atom detecti on , thi s T\ can be longer than th~ tran sit time of the atom s between the di scharge and the EPR microwave cavity. Anomalously s mall EPR absorption inte nsities will arise in thi s situation beca use th e a tom s entering the cavity will not be completely magnetized. Decreasin g the gas flow rate or decreasing T\ by adding a para· magnetic impurity like O2 will increase the magnetization at the cavity. The EPR signal will thus increase even if the atom concentration in the cavity remains co ns tant. T o measure atom concentrations qu antitatively by EPR under s uch conditions one must know how far the magne tization lies from equilibrium or else produce an equilibrium condition by adding sufficie nt paramagnetic impurity.
In general, large values of T\ are to be expected for S-state atoms b ecause of the weak co upling of the electron spin to the rest of the atom and hence, through collisions, to the lattice [2] . D:uing the N atom studies described in refere nce [1] , H atoms were examined briefly [3] . Under some circumstances they were also found to be incompletely magnetized. EPR signal e nhance ments of the order 1.3 were observed on addition of trace amounts of O2• Recently, this enhancing effect on the H atom spectrum has been reported by Bree n and Glass [4] for trace additions of N02• Westenb erg and De Haas [5] have also reported an enhancement of H atom signals by O2, but the effect was very small and noticeable only at very high carrier flow ' Fi gures in brac ket s indi cate th e li terature references at th e end of thi s pape r.
rates. Usin g power saturation me thods, they meas ured T\ for H and found values of the ord er of 100 p.,s. These are muc h s horter relaxation times than those observed in r eferen ce [1] for N atoms. Because their observed T\ valu es were independent of carrier flow velocity and in c reased with increasing carrier pressure, they concluded that th e predominant relaxation process occurred on th e flow tube walls.
The work of W estenberg and De Haas prompted the writer to make a more detailed s tudy of spinrelaxation effects on the H a to m s pe ctrum than that reported e arli er. Both experimental and theoretical aspec ts of the proble m were examined. For the ex· perim ents, H atoms were generated by thermal dis· sociation [6] of pure H2 th ereby avoiding the need for impurities (s uch as 0 2, N2 , or H20 ) [7] normally reo quired for e ffi cient dissocia tion by a di scharge. In this system traces of O2 added downstream from the dissoci ation point produced significant enhancements of the H atom EPR signal. Furthermore, the amount of microwave power required to produce a give n degree of saturation increased with increasing H2 flow rate. These two observatio ns de mons trated t hat in the abse nce of added O2, T\ for this syste m was of the order of 10 ms, far larger than that observed in the system of W es tenberg and De Haas. A simplifi ed analysis of th e H-H spin-exchange process showed that spinexchange colli sions alone can lead to partial magne tization of the atoms in th e absence of a ny added paramagnetic impurity. In a typi cal EPR experiment, the maxim um H atom signal e nhancement to be expected on addition of O2 is only a fa ctor of two, in contras t to the case of N atoms where m uch larger e nh anceme nts are possible. The e ffects of atom diffusion on the apparent relaxation time measured by power saturation were also examin ed theore ti cally.
Because of the difficulty in applying corrections for diffusion and the additional problems caused by inhomogeneously broadened lines and the uncertainties in estimating the microwave magnetic field strength inside the flow tube, no attempt was made to measure absolute relaxation times by power saturation methods.
Theory
Hydrogen atoms in their ground electronic state possess four magnetic hyperfine levels. In this section a ,general expression will be derived for the time rate of change of the concentrations Ci of these levels in a cylindrical flow tube.
A number of processes produce changes in the Cj. The most important ones are, (a) spin-exchange .collisions between the H atoms themselves, (b) spin-exchange collisions with gas phase paramagnetic impurities , (c) collisions with the walls, (d) interactions with rf radiation , (e) mass flow , and (f) diffusion. The effects of each of these mechanisms will be evaluated separately and th e results added to give the total rate of change in the Ci. The general equation contains nonlinear terms arising from the H-H spin-exchange process. It will be linearized by considering only small departures from equilibrium. To solve the linearized equation, further simplifications are ne c~ssary. Steady state solutions will be obtained by neglecting diffusion and assuming a uniform velocity profile for the carrier. The effects of axial diffusion will be examined by solving a rate equation for a two level model, again assuming a uniform carrier velocity.
.1. Spin-Exchange Interaction Between H Atoms
Consider a collision between two H atoms , the firs t in state 'l'i and the second in state 'l'j. We want to calculate the probability of the first atom being in state 'I' k and the second in state '1'1 after the collision. In terms of s trong field spin eigenfunctions, the wave functions 'l'i, i = 1 ~ 4, for any value of t he dc EPR magnetic field, are
where .a and a are the electron and proton spin functions respectively, whose angular momentum projections in the direction of the dc field have the value t, and f3 and b are the functions with projections
gJ and gP are the electron and proton g factors; VH is the zero field hyperfine splitting frequency and v P = -g pj.toH o/h; j.to is the Bohr magneton and H 0 the magnitude of the dc field. The energy levels Vi are given by the Breit-Rabi equation [8] and lie in the order VI > V 2 > V3 > V4 for a nonzero field.
Following the treatment of Purcell and Field [9], we express the initial spin wave function for the two atoms as the product 'l'i (l) 'l'j (2). This can be written as a superposition of singlet and triplet electron spin functions . For example, one might have
The difference in the scattering potential for the singlet and triplet components produces a phase shift CPts between the amplitudes of the two co mponents. This phase shift is given by the equation
where VI and V, are the energies of the triplet and singlet electronic states, and the integration is over the duration of the collision.
After th e collision the wave function becomes,
The amplitude of the contribution of a particular product function 'I' k(I)'I'1 (2) to 'I'/inal is given by the integral I 'I' ,,(1)'1' 1(2)'I'/inaldT , where the integration is over all space. The square of this amplitude gives the probability that after the collision the state 'l'initial be comes the state 'I' h·(I)'I' 1 (2) . Performing this calculation for all possible combinations of initial product functions 'l'i(l) 'l'j(2) and all possible final product functions 'I' k(l)'I' 1(2), one obtains a 16 X 16 matrix of transition probabilities. Because of the small energy differences between the hyperfine levels this matrix is not quite symmetric. By detailed balancing, the rate of the transition ij ~ kl, at equilibrium, must equal the rate of the reverse process kl ~ ij. This can happen only if the matrix elements satisfy the relation (kl, ij) =
is the probability for the transition ij ~ kl, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the gas kinetic temperature.
The error involved in calculating the transition probabilities in this manner is discussed by Purcell and Field. It is of the order (Uk+Vl-Vi-Vj)/kT and thus quite small. The nonzero elements of this matrix are given in table 1 as a function of the field strength parameter E and a phase shift parameter ~ = t sin 2 (cpts/2). Only strong collisions for which CPts P 1 will be considered.
In this case ~ = t. Transition probabilities for the zero field case treated by Purcell and Field can be obtained from table 1 by letting E == t. For an EPR absorption at X band frequencies, E -0.5 X 10-2 for the high field H atom line. The matrix element (ij, kl) is only the relative probability that ij~ kl in a spin-exchange collision. The overall rate at which such collisions occur will be specified by a rate constant S. A literature value will be used for this parameter.
The rates of change of the Ci are given by
where the coefficients akli are various linear combinations of the matrix elements (ij, kl). These equations represent changes in the Ci arising from spin-exchange collisions between the H atoms themselves. Let us now consider changes resulting from interactions of the atoms with the external system. 
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a The matrix element (ij, kl) corresponds to t he transitIOn t/Jj(l)t/Jj(2) ...... t/Jk(1)t/Jl (2) , where the numbers in parentheses label the two atom s involved in the colli sion.
Spin-Lattice Interactions
For H atoms in a nonpolar, nonparamagnetic carrier, the only important spin-lattice relaxation processes are spin-exchange collisions with paramagnetic im purities and wall collisions. The paramagnetic impurity is assumed to have orbital angular momentum so that its electron spin will be strongly coupled to the lattice. The spin temperature of this species will thus always remain at the temperature of the lattice [2] . We shall not try to specify the details of the impurity interactions, but shall simply let Kij be an overall rate constant for a particular transition \[fi~'I'j produced by these interactions.
The total rate of change in the Ci resulting from these transitions will be 
One would expect the Kij to be proportional t-o the concentration of a particular paramagnetic impurity and to depend on its nature.
Relaxation by wall collisions also yields terms which are first order in the C;. If these were treated together with the gas phase interactions a single set of K ij parameters could be used to represent both processes. It will be shown later that the wall relaxation process can be included explicitly by treating the interaction as a boundary condition on the rate equation when radial diffusion of the atoms is included.
Transitions Induced by an rf Magnetic Field
The rate of change in the Ci arising from absorption and induced emission by an rf magnetic field is given
where the Wij are rate constants for these transitions, Wij = WJ;, and Wii = -L Wij . In the present experij ,<; ment, the high field H atom line which arises from transitions between levels 2 and 3 was examined. For this case all Wij = 0 except W23 and W32 which are equal. Let W 23 and W32 equal W. The rate constant W is proportional to the rf power striking the sample. Because the rf field varies from point to point throughout the microwave cavity, W will be different at different points'in the cavity. We have W=h -2Hrp}g(v), where HI is the amplitude of the rf magnetic field, p,2 is the square of the absolute value of the transition matrix element, and g( v) is the normalized line shape function [10].
.4. Effects of Mass Flow and Diffusion
To complete the rate equations for C;, one must include a term which accounts for the flow of atoms through th e microwave cavity and another which represe nts their diffusion_ The experim e ntal arrangeme nt consisted of a cylindrical flow tube running through a TEoll cavity with its axis coinciding with that of th e cavity_ Were relaxation on th e walls as effecti ve a 1 in 10 collisions in th e prese nt experime nts, large radial gradients would arise in the population differences between th e le vels of interes t during a saturation experiment In thi s ca se both radial and axial diffusion term s should be included.
. Complete Rate Equations and Their Linearization
Th e complete rate equations for the Ci Vo is th e average carrier velocity, a is th e radius of th e flow tub e, a nd D is the atom's diffusion coe ffi cie nt at th e prevailin g carrier pressure. Th e first te rm in th e brackets represents radial diffu sion and th e seco nd axial diffu sion. Th e term containing v( r) accounts for th e effects of mass flow. For reasons di sc ussed earli er, th e coe fficie nts Wij, which represent th e effect of rf power, are func tions of rand z. The sum co ntainin g the parame ters R ij re presents the effect of interactions with paramagnetic impurities and if desired , th e effec t of relaxati on on the walls. Th e first s um represents the effec t of spin-exchange collisions amon g th e H atom s themsel ves. Under all condition s experie nced in a typical EPR experim e nt with H atoms, th e Ci diffe r at mo st by several parts per thousand. Th e rate equation s therefore can be lin earized [11] by expressing the Ci in the form ci=tn(l + ti), wher e n is th e total H atom conce ntration an d the ti are very s mall numbe rs whi ch will be considered only to first order. As a result of thi s definition , the relation 2: ti=O mus t always be sati s fi ed .
With this substitution, the rate equations become.
where the relation 2: Wij = 0 has bee n used. The A ij j are lin ear combination s of th e akli , which in turn are linear combinations of the transition probabilities (ij, kl) from table 1. The Boltzmann factors in the (ij, kl) and in the rate constants Kij from which the Rij are d erived ensure that these rate equations will satisfy the proper equilibrium co nditions_ However, the equations are easier to handle if they are rewritte n so that the equilibrium valu es of the ti are included expli citfy.
This may be don e in the following mann e r. For the sys tem at thermal e quilibrium , with no rf power applied, th e rate equations beco me ~h e re the Ei are the equilibrium values of ti for th e particular lattice temperature and dc field.
Substitutin g this expression into (6) gives
In this form th e equation s give the correct equilibrium valu es of ti even if the Boltzmann factors inhere nt in th e Aij and Rij are neglected . The error in doing so will be very small since th e factors are so close to unity.
Evaluation of the Coefficients A ij and Rij
The coeffici ents Aij which account for the effects of H-H spin-exchange colli sions are linear combination s of the transition probabilities (ij, kl) s hown in table 1. Th ey are given in table 2 in the form of a 4 X 4 matrix which is valid for all values of the dc field. Strong collisions, for which ~ = t, have been assumed, and the Boltzmann factors neglected. In this table an additional field stre ngth parameter, X = 8E(l-E) has bee n introdu ced_ Lambe [11] has also de termin ed the Aij coefficients by a somewhat different method.
In the stron g field limit, the coefficients R ij which describ e the spin-lattice interactions can easily be derived if we consider only inte ractions which change the electron spin state. These interactions could be with a gaseo us paramagnetic impurity or with th e walls of the flow tube. On changing the electron spin quantum number, the strong fi eld wave functions for The param eter X equal s 8€(1 -e).
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th e [our hyperfi ne s tates tran sform III the following impurity. It will be proportional to th e impurity way :
Th e rates of c han ge in the Ci produced by thi s interaction are thus
where K ij = t K, and K is an overall rate cons ta nt for these interaction s. Th e reason why the factor t has been introdu ced will be di sc ussed later. Th e R ij can be de ri ved from th e K ij by means of (3).
By co nsid erin g only th e strong field limit , one is assumi ng that the s pin-la tti ce inte raction effects only the electro n spin. Althou gh thi s lead s to e quilibration of the population differences C I -C4 and C2-Ca whi c h are the ones involved in th e EPR tran sitions, it will not by itself produ ce th e rmal equilibration of th e Ci. This is because tran siti ons be tw ee n th e s tates \(! I, \(! 4 and '¥ 2, '1'3 have been neglected. Suc h tran sition s involve chan ges in th e prot.on spin s tate. On e way t.o estim ate th e relative Kij for s uc h c han ges is through an adaptation of th e method used by Lamb e [11] to de te rmin e the rate e quati ons for H-H spin-exc han ge colli sions. Co nsid er th e paramagne tic impurities to be a reservoir of elec tron s pin s in whic h P + and P -are the probabiliti es of findin g a n electron with spin up and spin down , respec tively. Since th e impurity sp ins are assumed to be strongly co upled to the lattice , and thus always at thermal equilibrium , P+ a nd P -will be constant and have alm ost the sa me valu e, namely t, at the temperatures and field stre ngths used in th e present ex perim ents. Suppose that an H atom in state \(! I excha nges its electron with one fro m the impurity reservoir.
With probability P+, '¥I re mains un ch anged . With probability P -, '¥I goes to s tate f3a which is a mixed state. We ha ve so that with a probabilit.y EP -, '¥I goes to '¥2, a nd with a probability (1-E)P -, to '¥4.
Following this procedure for all the s tates '1'; , one gets rate equation s for the C;. For example,
wher e K is an overall rate constant for s pin-exc han ge collision s b e twee n th e H atoms and the paramagnetic co nce ntrat.ion.
On making the tran sformation C; = t n (1 + g;), and introducin g th e equilibrium param ete rs E;, one oqtain s th e rate equations in th e desired form g; = 2:, Rij( gj-E j ), wh ere the matrix R ij is given in j table 3. For th e strong field case, E -7 0 , and the R ;j redu ce to the valu es obtained earli er. The factor t in th ese coe fficie nts arises because t of t he impurity s pins in the s trong fi eld case will be in the same direction as th e electron spin on the H atom and so no c han ge in the s tate of H will occur during an electron exchan ge in one out of two collisions.
While the matrix Rij in table 3 s hould be valid for all fi eld s tre ngth s, only th e strong fi eld ele me nts were used to analyze th e experim e ntal data. The H-H spinexchange interaction s also produce th e transition s n eglec ted in th e strong field spin -latti ce approximation. Since th e H-H exchange dominates the spin-latti ce interac ti ons in th e present ex perime nts, the spinlatti ce contributions to th ese tran siti ons can be ignored. TABLE 
The coefficients R ij, which describe the spi n-lattice interactions .
The param e te r X e quaJs 8*= ( 1 -E) .
Wall Relaxation as a Boundary Condition
If relaxation on th e walls were rapid e nough to produ ce radial concentration gradie nts, the rate equati on (7) should be solve d s ubj ec t to th e boundary co nditions where the derivatives are evaluated at th e wall of th e flow tube , D is th e diffusion coefficient for the atom in the carrier gas at th e prevailing carrie r press ure, and th e (Rw) ij are coefficients for wall relaxation analogo us to the Rij d efined for relaxation by paramagne tic impurities in th e gas phase. In th e present experiments wall relaxati on cannot have bee n rapid. Therefore the radi al diffusion te rm in (7) will be dropped , and any wall relaxation effects will be absorbed in the R ij coefficie nts in stead of being included explicitly as a boundary condition .
A Two-Level Spin Model
In order to examin e th e e ffects of axial diffusion , a two-level model co nsisting of particles with spin 1/2 was 107 l I I used. For such a system, the Aij = 0, while the matrices for Rij and Wij are simply where K and Ware analogous to the same quantities defined for the four-level model.
Apparatus and Experiments
The apparatus used was essentially that described in reference 1 except that the klystron frequency was now locked to the cavity resonan ce instead of to an external oscillator. Field modulation was at 400 Hz. Hydrogen atoms were produced outside the high field of the EPR magnet by passing Matheson 2 , Ultra High Purity H2 over a tungste n filament [6] heated to about 1600 °C. Only H2 was used as a carrier. The walls of the 10 mm in diam quartz flow tube were poisoned against atom recombination with boric acid [12] . The amount of atom decay was measured by adding a trace of NO to the atom stream and observing the HNO emission [13] . Between the EPR cavity and the point of O 2 addition, the decay was less than 5 percent for all experiments. The length of flow tube in the high-field zone upstream from the cavity was estimated to be about 15 cm. Impurity O 2 was normally added at a point 45 cm downstream from the filament and 27 cm upstream from the cavity center in the form of a 1:500, O 2: Ar mixture. At H2 flow rates of the order 3.5 atm cm 3 s-l , and pressures of 2 torr, a 2-fold enhancement of the unsaturated high field H atom EPR line was observed on addition of 15 ppm of O 2. Oxygen additions greater than this produced no further increase in the signal, nor did the addition of this same 15 ppm of O 2 further upstream.
At constant atom concentrations in the cavity, the amount of power required to produce a given degree of saturation was found to increase with increasing carrier flow velocity. Carrier velocities from 650 to 4400 cm s -I were covered in these saturation experiments.
Analysis of these experiments indicated that TI in our system was of the order of 20 ms in the absence of added O 2, a value similar to that observed for N atoms. The neglect of the radial diffusion term in (7) is therefore justified, since even if a wall mechanism were the sole relaxation process, the radial gradients it would produce would be negligible at the flows and pressures used.
Solution of the Rate Equations
Sinccr a flow method was used, only steady-state solutions of the rate equations were required. The equations (7) for the four-level system were solved only under the following conditions: (a) radial and axial diffusion neglected; (b) for the unsaturated case, a uniform velocity profile for the carrier, and (c) for the saturated case, a zero carrier velocity. To examine the effects of axial diffusion at low and high power, and nonzero carrier velocity under saturation conditions, a two-level model was analyzed. Again radial diffusion was neglected, and a uniform carrier velocity assumed.
Unsaturated Four-Level System
For low power conditions such that the coefficients Wij are negligible, diffusion is neglected, and the carrier velocity. is assumed to be uniform, the steadystate solution of (7) is given by the set of equations, where, . ' ..
,.., exchange rate constant of 13 X 10 -IO cm 3 s -1 were us ed. In the present apparatu,s th e EPR cavity would lie at z/vo= 12 X I0 -3 s for vo=800 cm S -I. In figure 1 , the spin·lattice relaxation parameter K has bee n set equal to zero , while in figure 2, it was gi ven a value of 168 S -I.
Also shown in both figures is the difference 6 -6.
The intensity of the high fi eld EPR line will be propor· tional to the value of this difference a t the cavity position. Thermal equilibrium values of th e parameters at a field of 3500 Gauss and 300 K are shown as dotted lines.
In the abse nce of any spin-lattice relaxation, ~1 and 6 re main unchanged , while H-H spin-exchange brings about rapid relaxation of 6 and ~4 to their equilibrium values -8.431 X 10-4 and 8.490 X 10-4, respectively. They approach to within 10 percent of their final values in a time of the order 1/3yX. Because X is so small (-0.04), this is considerably slower than one might expect from the large value of y at this particular H atom concentration. It is obvious that the strong field wave functions would not be suitable for this prob· lem be cause they yield X = 0 and thus no relaxation of ~2 and ~4.
The absolute value of ~2 -6 for this partially re o laxed condition is 6.77 x lO -4, which is a factor of 2.16 smaller than the thermal equilibrium value. Therefore, unless one operates at considerably smaller H atom concentrations, or at muc h higher flow rates, the maxi· mum enhancement of the EPR signal to be expected on addition of a paramagnetic impurity would be this factor of 2.16.
.,. In case YX ;':' K , the solution for 6 -6 may be writte n approximately as
The term in brackets quickly relaxes to the value Yo so that the process can be d escrib ed by a single relaxation rate over the range of slow decay.
Let us now assume that K may be written as a sum of two terms , i.e., K=Ko+Q[0 2J, where Q is a rate constant for spin-exchange collisions between Hand O2, [02J is the O2 concentration, and Ko is the value of K without added O2 , presumably arising from colli· sions with paramagnetic impurities and/ or wall relaxa· tion. From the observed values of the high-field line intensity as a function of added O2 , and the results of c alculated ~i like those shown in figures 1 and 2, a value of 6.4±2.0X 10 -10 cm 3 S -I (corrected for axial diffusion as described in the next section) was found for Q, and a value of 50±20 s -I for Ko at a H2 flow of 3.5 atm cm 3 S -I and a pressure of2.2 torr. No measurements were made at other flows or pressures.
Unsaturated Two-Level System and Corrections for Axial Diffusion
For a two level system, a steady· state analytical solution of (7) is easily obtained if radial diffusion is neglected and a uniform carrier velocity is assumed.
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._ ---------Th e solution for the population difference og be tween whe re the two le vels in the unsaturated case is wh ere oE is og at equilibrium and ogo is og at z = 0 , th e start of the high field regi on; ogo will be ass umed to be zero.
If vi) ~ 4KD, th e solution may be approximated as
This result was used to es timate th e effects of axial diffusion in th e four-le vel syste m. F or the O2 signalenhan ce m e nt experim e nt di scussed in the precedin g section , th e correction for thi s axial diffusion to th e rate con stant Q was small, approximatel y + 10 perce nt.
.3. Four-Level System With Saturation
Conside r equations (7) at high mi c rowave pow er le vels wh er e the fa c tors Wij cannot be neglected. F or a nonAow ing gas, without diffu s ion , th e steady-s tate soluti on for th e population differe nce of interes t is whe re T, is giv e n by th e expression T, = K -' (K/y + 2) (tK/y + 2) -1.
(10) This parame ter is e quivale nt to the reciprocal of th e relaxa ti on probability param e ter WI" de fin ed by Lloyd and Pake [10] . The fa ctor multiplyin g K -' ran ges be tween the limits 1 and 2 according to whe ther th e ra ti o K/'Y is small or large. Althou gh K/y is mu c h less th a n unity in the prese nt experim ents, large O2 additions can easily make K ~ y. In this situation, T, will not be s tri c tl y proportional to [02] -1. It also is e vident that whe n K/y -1, T, will be some what de pende nt , through "I, on the H a tom concentration.
Two-Level System With Saturation
T o es tim a te the effec t of fl ow and axial diffusion on the amount of mi crowave power requir ed to produce a give n degre e of saturation , the two-le vel model has been used. The parameter W has been assumed to be con stant over the effective length L of the cavity (-2cm) and zero else where. The spin-lattice parameter K has been assumed to be large enough to equilibrate the spins by the time the atoms re ach th e cavit y. The EPR signal will be proportional to the average value of the population differe nce og in the cavity.
This average over the length of the cavity is given by 
.5 . Determination of T, by Saturation Methods

(og ) =F ++ F -+tK8E(t K + W) -I
The fact that the population diffe rences of the pumped le vels for the models considered here are proportional to a quantity of the fo rm (l + T, W) -I means that th e saturation th eory for Lorentzian lines di sc us sed by W este nberg and De Haas [5] is applicabl e. Caution must be observed in using this theory, however , as it applies only to hom ogen eously broadened line s and for fi eld modulation frequencies w'" such that W in «; 7;-1. The 400 Hz modulation freque ncy used in the present expe riment s ati s fi ed the latter condition wh en the carri er fl ow was suffi ciently high, but the former requirement was not sati fied sin ce the lin es were asymmetrical a nd presumably broadened by field inh omoge neiti es.
.6 . Results of Saturation Experiment
The signal e nhancem en t produced by traces of O 2 demonstrated that the H atom spin-lattice relaxation tim e in the present sys te m was quite lon g. In this case, as can be seen from fi gure 4 , the relaxation time observed in a saturation experiment should depend markedly on the rate at whi ch unsaturated atoms enter th e cavity. The effect of carri er velocity on the amount of saturation produced by a given microwave power level is shown in figure 5_ Here, a H 2 carrier was used at 2 torr with Vo= 1160 and 3239 cm S -I_ The high frequency H atom line is shown at a low power level at which saturation was negligible, and at a power level 20 dB higher for whic h considerable saturation was evident-In the double attenuator method used [1], the signal is proportional to X", the imaginary part of the magnetic s usce ptibility. It is obvious that there was considerably less saturation at the higher power le vel for th e high er carrier flow. In this experiment, about 40 ppm O 2 was added to the carrier to ensure complete relaxation of the atoms arriving at the cavity so that the signal observed at low power would be proportional to the H atom concentration. This concentration was the same for both carrier velocities. The conditions of this experiment correspond to the third The two traces labeled (a) were recorded at low power wh ere sa turation was negli gible. The H atom conce ntrat ion is th e sa me in both traces but the ca rri er velocity was different as shown . The traces (b) were recorded at a power level 20 dB higher. The lower tra ce in (b) correspo nding to the high e r carrier fl ow is less sa turated than the one al the lower fl ow. curve in figure 4 , labeled K= 1000 S-I. This calcula· tion predicts that a given power input would produce roughly half the saturation at Vo= 3239 em S-I that it would produce at 1160 em S-I. The res ults shown in fi gure 5 are in agreement with this prediction.
Discussion
The purpose of this work has been to show how the H atom hyperfine populations equilibrate when the atom is placed in a magnetic field. In. the present experi· ments there were two major relaxation processes, (a) spin·exchange collisions between the H atoms, and (b) spin·exchange collisions between the H atoms and O2 molecules added in trace amounts. The spin-exchange process conserves the component of angular momentum in the direction of the de magnetic field, which we shall call the z-direction. Because states '1'2 and '1'4 have z angular momentum components of zero, spinexchange collisions among the H atoms themselves can equilibrate [9] these levels without changing the net value of the z-component. The net magnetization of the system will change however, since these two states have nonzero magnetic moments at high field strengths. Thus, partial magnetization of the system will arise solely from H-H collisions. It is worth noting that this situation cannot occur for N atoms, because none of the hyperfine levels have zero values for the z-component.
The other two states have nonzero components + Ii and -Ii for '1'1 and '1'3, respectively. Thus, the relative populations of these two levels cannot change without changing the total value of the z-component for the H atom system. This can be changed only through an interaction with the surrounding system, -i.e., with the "lattice". Spin-exchange collisions with impurity O2 can provide the necessary spin-lattice interaction even though the z-component will be conserved during the collision. This is because any nonthermal spin orientation imparted to the O2 will be rapidly destroyed because of the strong coupling of the electron spin on 0·, to its molecular framework. This is strongly coupled to the heat bath particles through collisions which change the O2 rotational energy.
From the enhancing effect of O2 on the H atom signal, a rate constant of 6 X 10-10 cm 3 S-I was determined for the H-02 spin-exchange collision. Kleppner, Goldenberg, and Ramsey [14] examined the effect of O2 on the radiating state of the atoms in a hydrogen maser, and reported a relaxation rate constant. To compare our value with theirs, it is necessary to solve (7) for the zero-field case. Letting E = t in tables 1 and 2 for A ij and Rij , and neglecting diffusion and mass flow, one obtains for the population difference 6-g4 involved in the maser transition,
(-4'}'t -Kt)
where t is the time, and gr are the values of gi at t = O.
If 4'}' ~ K in the presence of added O2, the relaxation will be represented by the change of exp (-Kt) with time. Therefore the relaxation rate observed by these workers is equal to K as de fined in the present work. 
